How Primary Care Providers Talk to Patients about Genome Sequencing Results: Risk, Rationale, and Recommendation
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BACKGROUND: Genomics will play an increasingly prominent role in clinical medicine.

OBJECTIVE: To describe how primary care physicians (PCPs) discuss and make clinical recommendations about genome sequencing results.

DESIGN: Qualitative analysis.

PARTICIPANTS: PCPs and their generally healthy patients undergoing genome sequencing.

APPROACH: Patients received clinical genome reports that included four categories of results: monogenic disease risk variants (if present), carrier status, five pharmacogenetics results, and polygenic risk estimates for eight cardiometa-bolic traits. Patients’ office visits with their PCPs were audio-recorded, and summative content analysis was used to describe how PCPs discussed genomic results.

KEY RESULTS: For each genomic result discussed in 48 PCP–patient visits, we identified a “take-home” message (recommendation), categorized as continuing current management, further treatment, further evaluation, behavior change, remembering for future care, or sharing with family members. We analyzed how PCPs came to each recommendation by identifying 1) how they described the risk or rationale for the given result and 2) the importance of translating that risk into a specific recommendation. Quantitative analysis showed that continuing current management was the most commonly coded recommendation across results overall (492/749, 66%) and for each individual result type except monogenic disease risk results. Pharmacogenetics was the most common result type to prompt a recommendation to remember for future care (94/119, 79%); carrier status was the most common type prompting a recommendation to share with family members (45/54, 83%); and polygenic results were the most common type prompting a behavior change recommendation (55/58, 95%). One-fifth of recommendation codes associated with monogenic results were for further evaluation (6/24, 25%). Rationales for these recommendations included patient context, family context, and scientific/clinical limitations of sequencing.

CONCLUSIONS: PCPs distinguish substantive differences among categories of genome sequencing results and use clinical judgment to justify continuing current management in generally healthy patients with genomic results.
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INTRODUCTION

Individuals are increasingly learning about their genetic makeup. The use of genome sequencing, including whole-exome and whole-genome sequencing, continues to expand in clinical domains such as oncology, developmental delay, and prenatal medicine.1–6 Other people are learning more about their own genomes when their family members undergo sequencing.7,9 Outside clinical care, some are learning about their genetic makeup through commercial genome sequencing services or participation in research.10 Tens of thousands of individuals have already received genome sequencing results through clinical or research channels, and programs including the 100,000 Genomes Project in the United Kingdom,11 the Precision Medicine Initiative All of Us Research Program in the United States,12 and others10,13–16 are poised to increase this number by millions in the near future.

As a result of these trends, primary care physicians (PCPs) will be increasingly faced with managing complex genome sequencing information with uncertain clinical significance. In addition, as medical specialists such as oncologists and neurologists increasingly order genome sequencing for specific clinical indications, they will more frequently identify secondary findings unrelated to the primary indication for sequencing.17,18 For example, a cardiologist might identify a BRCA1 breast cancer variant during the evaluation of a patient’s cardiomyopathy. Specialists might refer these patients back to their PCPs to...
coordinate the evaluation and management of such off-target results. Moreover, although risk communication and counseling about genetic results has traditionally been the domain of genetic counselors and medical geneticists, the insufficient numbers of these specialists may limit the availability of formal genetics consultation for all patients who undergo genome sequencing. Thus, PCPs may be called upon to fill these gaps, either formally when specialists refer patients back to them for management of sequencing results unrelated to their specialty, or informally when patients turn to them with follow-up questions about the results and their medical care.

Genetics involves the analysis of specific and limited sets of genes, and might still be unfamiliar territory for many PCPs. The newer field of genomics brings additional complexity with its vastly larger scope and the different types of results that it can deliver (Table 1). Genome-wide tests include certain direct-to-consumer products such as those from 23andMe, which might include only hundreds of thousands of common genomic markers. Genome-wide testing also includes genome sequencing, which, in contrast, can read almost all three billion base pairs comprising the human genome. As a result, genome sequencing can identify several categories of results, ranging from rare variants associated with significant monogenic diseases, to common risk alleles with small effect sizes for complex polygenic conditions like type 2 diabetes. For each person, genome sequencing might identify more than 50 rare variants that have never before been seen. Much uncertainty remains in interpreting the genome sequence of an individual, and these interpretations are subject to change over time as new scientific evidence accrues. We have previously reported that adding genome sequencing to primary care yields uncertain clinical value.

Nonetheless, PCPs will be on the front lines of this uncertainty as genomics increasingly permeates clinical medicine. Little is known about how PCPs discuss genome sequencing results with their patients. Anticipating that PCP–patient conversations about genomics will become more common in the future, we recruited PCPs and asked them to discuss genome sequencing results with their patients. Analyzing these clinical discussions, we sought to illuminate how PCPs communicate different types of genome sequencing results and their management recommendations for those results of uncertain clinical utility.

## METHODS

### Study Design

The MedSeq Project (Clinicaltrials.gov Identifier NCT01736566) is a pair of pilot trials of the integration of whole-genome sequencing in two clinical contexts: subspecialty cardiology and primary care. Here we report the experience of PCPs discussing genome sequencing results with their patients. In brief, 50 generally healthy adults underwent sequencing and received their results from their PCPs during audio-recorded office visits. We analyzed the transcripts of these clinical discussions. The Partners Human Research Committee approved this study.

### Participants

We recruited nine PCPs from clinics at one academic medical center. Study staff recruited PCPs through presentations at clinic staff meetings and individual outreach. We previously reported that these PCPs were motivated to participate in the MedSeq Project by the opportunity to learn about genomics in a monitored environment; although they were uncertain that genome sequencing was

### Table 1 Four Categories of Genome Sequencing Results Reported to 48 Generally Healthy Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Patients with results, n (%)</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monogenic disease risk</td>
<td>Result indicating risk of a rare Mendelian disease for the patient him- or herself: a single variant associated with an autosomal dominant disease (or an X-linked disease in a male) or two variants associated with an autosomal recessive disease. Variants were categorized as pathogenic (P), likely pathogenic (LP), or variant of uncertain significance (VUS)</td>
<td>P/LP: 9 (19) VUS: 7 (15)</td>
<td>Single LP variant in KCNQ1 (Romano-Ward syndrome, inherited in autosomal dominant manner) Two P variants in RDH5 (fundus albipunctatus, inherited in autosomal recessive manner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier status</td>
<td>Result indicating that the patient is a carrier of a rare recessive Mendelian disease, usually indicating no risk to the patient him- or herself: a single variant in a gene associated with autosomal recessive disease, categorized as P, LP, or VUS</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
<td>Single variant in CFTR (cystic fibrosis) Single variant in USH2A (Usher syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polygenic disease risk</td>
<td>Quantitative risk estimates for 8 common cardiometabolic traits: abdominal aortic aneurysm, atrial fibrillation, coronary heart disease, hypertension, obesity, platelet aggregation, QT prolongation, type 2 diabetes</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
<td>Type 2 diabetes: 5–10% of variation is explained by common genetic variants. This patient’s polygenic relative risk is 1.4 (percentile rank: 66th–70th).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacogenetic (PGx) association</td>
<td>Drug response prediction for 5 common medications: clopidogrel, digoxin, metformin, simvastatin, warfarin</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
<td>Warfarin: Increased dose requirement Simvastatin: Typical risk of myopathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
currently useful for their practices, they generally expected its clinical utility to increase during their careers.33 We have previously described the brief continuing medical education-eligible curriculum PCPs completed before enrolling patients,19,32 which included online case-based modules and two in-person sessions covering Mendelian inheritance patterns, risk prediction, genomics support resources, a general overview of genome sequencing, and an orientation to the study’s genome report (Online Supplementary Figure 1).34 The curriculum did not include management recommendations for specific types of results or instructions for discussing results with patients. Participating PCPs helped identify and recruit approximately 10 of their patients until the predetermined sample size of 100 was reached.27 Eligible patients were aged 40–65 years and were generally healthy in the PCPs’ judgment.

Genome Sequencing and Reporting

Whole-genome sequencing was performed as described previously, and the Partners Laboratory for Molecular Medicine interpreted variants in more than 4600 genes associated with human disease.25 Each patient’s PCP received an interpreted genome report (Online Supplementary Figure 1) that included different categories of genome sequencing results: 1) monogenic disease risk, 2) carrier status, 3) polygenic disease risk, and 4) pharmacogenetic (PGx) associations (Table 1).25,34,35 By design, all patients had eight polygenic risk estimates and five PGx results. The monogenic disease risk and carrier status sections of the report included variants categorized by accepted standards as pathogenic (P); likely pathogenic (LP); or, in certain cases, variant of uncertain significance (VUS).28 Most patients did not have a monogenic disease risk result, whereas all patients had at least one carrier status result (Table 1). The first page of the report summarized the findings from all result categories, while subsequent pages gave more detail about their interpretation, disease information, and familial risk. The genome report did not include recommendations for clinical management.34

Study Procedures

At the baseline visit, enrolled patients gave a blood sample and reported their family health history using an online tool.36 Patients were randomly assigned to receive only the pedigree from this family history tool or the combination of the pedigree and the genome report. Each patient’s study reports (pedigree alone or pedigree plus genome report) were emailed to the PCP a few days before a scheduled disclosure visit, during which the PCP and patient met to discuss the reports. Disclosure visits were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Analysis

We restricted the present analyses to the discussions between PCPs and the half of patients receiving genome reports. The analytic team consisted of two qualitative researchers (JKD and CK) and two primary care physicians (JLV and PAU). We used summative content analysis consisting of a two-phase iterative process: inductive development of a coding scheme and deductive application of the coding scheme to all transcripts.37 After reading several transcripts individually, the analytic team met regularly over several months to discuss the thematic focus of how PCPs communicated and made recommendations about genome sequencing results to their patients.

Through this process, we inductively developed the conceptual model shown in Figure 1. We found that PCPs generally guided their patients through each section of the genome report in order, discussing each result, its potential health impact, and the PCP’s recommendations, if any. For each individual genome sequencing result (e.g. a polygenic risk estimate for coronary artery disease or a carrier status for a rare autosomal recessive condition, biotinidase deficiency), we sought to identify the one or more take-home messages the PCP communicated to the patient about that result, which we coded as the recommendation(s). We then examined the explanation the PCP gave for each recommendation. We found that this

Figure 1 Conceptual framework for summative content analysis of PCP-patient discussions about genome sequencing results. For each result discussed, one or more take-home messages, or recommendations, were identified. The discussion about each recommendation was further coded by the type of result (e.g. monogenic disease risk, carrier status, polygenic risk, or pharmacogenetic result), the risk the PCP ascribed to that result, and the rationale(s) given for the recommendation.
explanation often included a level of risk the PCP attributed to the result and one or more rationale(s) for why a sequencing result of that risk, contextualized with other information, led to the recommendation. For pharmacogenetic results, the risk dimension was more suitably called importance, as providers tended to speak more about the value of this information for medical care than about the likelihood of an associated disease. Using these three discrete dimensions of the conceptual model (risk/importance, rationale, and recommendation), the analytic team discussed several examples of PCP–patient conversations until thematic saturation for codes in each dimension was reached. At this point, two qualitative analysts independently and deductively applied the coding scheme to all transcripts, using NVivo software, version 10 (QSR International Pty Ltd., Melbourne, Australia). Inter-rater agreement was excellent (κ range 0.75–1, Online Supplementary Table 1). Within each coded transcript, we determined counts of codes within each of the three dimensions, stratified by the type of genome sequencing result discussed (monogenic disease risk, carrier status, polygenic disease risk, or pharmacogenetic).

Table 2 Example Quotes of Physician Descriptions, Explanations, and Recommendations Regarding Genome Sequencing Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk/importance: How the physician describes the risk or importance of a specific genome sequencing result</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No/low risk or importance</td>
<td>Q1. So they look at a whole bunch of different things and sort of make—talk about your risk of having certain things...So the risk of an abdominal aortic aneurysm—the [polygenic relative] risk was 0.9. Not a big deal. (Polygenic risk of abdominal aortic aneurysm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain risk or importance</td>
<td>Q2. This genetic variant suggests that you may be more susceptible to Cushing's syndrome; however...it's only been reported in one individual [in the world]. So... the clinical significance of this genetic variant is uncertain. (VUS in PDE11A, associated with primary pigmentary nodular adrenocortical disease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate risk or importance</td>
<td>Q3. There is sort of this increased background risk. But having a healthy lifestyle is offsetting sort of whatever genetic increase risk of things that you have. (Polygenic risk of coronary artery disease, type 2 diabetes, and hypertension)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk or importance</td>
<td>Q4. [Your risk] is going high, you know? So it's almost three times the normal rate...So I think it does help give you some quantitative sense of your father's history of heart attack that your personal risk may be like three times. (Polygenic risk of coronary artery disease)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rationale: The reasoning the physician gives for the assessment and take-home recommendation for each result</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rationale not given or given in genetic terms only</td>
<td>Q5. They say your risk is up to 2.8 compared to the normal population. (Polygenic risk of coronary artery disease)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitations: Clinical, scientific, or technical limitations of sequencing</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q6. Remember this—although this is looking at millions of combinations, it's missing about 5% to 10% of your total genome. So there may be other things that are there that we're not seeing. (Polygenic risk results)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. So there's nothing I see in any of your tests that would change what I tell you all the time, which is to be careful about your diet, keep your cholesterol under control, exercise regularly. (Polygenic risk results)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8. But you do not need any of these medications at all, so it's not really relevant. But it is interesting, and it's good to have that information. (PGx results)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9. If your wife was a carrier for the same gene, there would be a 25% chance that one of your children would have this illness. They would have had it by now...because it's something that manifests in childhood. (Carrier result for phenylketonuria)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family context: Physician uses the health of patient's family members for contextualization</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q10. This is a condition—if I can pronounce it correctly—called spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia congenita, which is really something that would manifest itself at birth. And as we can see, you are five foot ten, five foot eleven...I would not worry about this. (Likely polygenic variant in COL2A1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient context: Physician uses information about patient’s medical history, family history, or lifestyle for contextualization</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q11. And this is something that you can pass. So this is less likely pathogenic for you, and it is that you can pass it on to your children. (Carrier variant in ERCC5, associated with xeroderma pigmentosum)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation: The physician’s take-home message for each genome sequencing result</th>
<th>Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevant to family member</td>
<td>Q12. So, again, if you needed a— if you needed blood thinning for a certain reason, this is interesting to know, and they might want to put you on something else. So I'll definitely put this in your chart. (PGx result for clopidogrel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviors change</td>
<td>Q13. Type 2 diabetes—you are at increased risk. Obviously it's important to exercise and keep your weight down. (Polygenic risk of type 2 diabetes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further evaluation</td>
<td>Q14. So what am I going to recommend about that? I am going to recommend that you get an EKG...And we actually have you set you up to see cardiologist, and they can then do whatever stress tests or anything else they want to do. (Likely polygenic variant in KCNQ1, associated with Romano-Ward syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further treatment</td>
<td>Q15. But if you believe this SNP association that says that you have a threefold increased risk of increased platelet aggregation, and given your family history of lots of coronary artery disease, I think that you would be a fair candidate for one baby aspirin a day. (Polygenic risk of platelet aggregation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Continue current management | Q16. You have a slightly increased risk, 1.3. But if you do not have hypertension, I wouldn't worry too much about that. (Polygenic risk of hypertension) |

Physician quotes (Q) from 48 PCP–patient discussions about genome sequencing results, illustrating three dimensions of how physicians talk about each result. Parentheses indicate the specific result(s) discussed in the examples.
RESULTS

Transcripts from 48 PCP-patient conversations about genome sequencing results were available for analysis (Online Supplementary Table 2). The median length of the recordings was 31 (range 14–101) minutes.

Thematic Codes and Frequencies

Analysis identified six take-home recommendation codes: relevant to family member; remember for future care; need for behavior change; need for further evaluation; need for further treatment; and continue current management, a code that included both explicit recommendations not to change medical care and the absence of a recommendation (Table 2). Continue current management was the most commonly coded recommendation across all results overall (492 of 749 codes, 66%) and for each individual result type except monogenic disease risk results. There were very few recommendations for further treatment. Rationale(s) for each recommendation were coded as: patient context, family context, scientific or clinical limitations, or rationale not given or given in genetic terms only (Table 2). Figure 2 shows the distribution of codes across the 48 transcripts, categorized by type of genome sequencing result. Because pathogenic (P) and likely pathogenic (LP) variants have greater scientific evidence supporting their role in human disease than variants of uncertain significance (VUS), we present these two categories of monogenic disease risk results (P/LP and VUS) separately.

Combining Risk and Rationale in Making Recommendations

Figure 3 represents the frequencies with which PCPs combined different levels of risk/importance assessment and rationales to generate recommendations for their patients, categorized by type of genomic result.

Physicians discussed pharmacogenetic results as having moderate (189/229, 83%) or high importance (40/229, 17%). Despite this perceived importance, PCPs commonly discussed one clinical limitation of the information: that the patient did not currently need the medication in question (Q8 in Table 2). Pharmacogenetic results were the most common...
type associated with a recommendation code to remember for future care (94/119, 79%).

The majority of carrier status results were considered to be of no/low risk to the patient (122/128, 95%) and therefore not warranting change in current management. Family circumstances, such as the ages and health of any children, often helped PCPs contextualize the clinical significance of the results for patients (Q9). Carrier status was the most common result type associated with a relevant to family member code (45/54, 83%), illustrated by Q11.

PCPs most often described polygenic risk estimates as having no/low risk (248/346, 72%). Although we observed few behavior change recommendation codes in the transcripts overall (58/749, 8%), the majority (55/58, 95%) were associated with polygenic results. PCPs often gave patient context as a rationale when choosing between recommending a health behavior change (Q13) and continuing current management (Q7, Q16). PCPs also cited the limitations of genome sequencing technology as a reason not to act on the information (Q6).

Despite their smaller number, monogenic disease risk results were more evenly represented across all four categories in the risk dimension. PCPs used both patient and family context as rationales for continuing current management (Q10) or pursuing further evaluation (Q14). Unlike the other risk categories, 25% (6/24) of recommendation codes associated with monogenic results were for further evaluation.

**DISCUSSION**

Because of the expected growth in genome sequencing,10–16 PCPs will increasingly play a role in the management of their patients’ genomic results. Despite this trend, there is concern that PCPs are not prepared to understand and use this inherently uncertain information in patient care. We identified two major findings in our analyses of 48 PCP–patient discussions about genome sequencing results of varying severity and clinical meaning. First, we observed that PCPs communicated different messages about different categories of sequencing results, such as carrier status and pharmacogenetics. Second, we observed a common tendency for PCPs to use contextual factors and the perceived limitations of genomic information to justify continuing current management, despite being confronted with a new result with potential clinical implications. This observation suggests that PCPs’ clinical judgment might lessen the burden of unnecessary healthcare utilization in the face of uncertain genome sequencing results.

Several studies have reported that PCPs have limited experience with and knowledge of genetic testing, let alone genome sequencing,38–42 although this trend might be reversing.33,43–45 Early-adopter institutions are beginning to incorporate genomics education initiatives to improve providers’ perceptions, ability, and use of genetics and genomics in clinical care.19,45–50 We previously reported that an external panel of geneticists determined that the PCPs in the MedSeq
Project generally managed monogenic disease risk results appropriately.27 The present analyses do not evaluate whether PCPs managed the other categories of results appropriately, but their patterns of communication about different categories of results suggest that they are able to distinguish substantive differences between the types of results genome sequencing can deliver. Reassuringly, these differences were generally consistent with how genetics professionals would interpret these categories of results. Specifically, carrier results were frequently identified as relevant to family members; PCPs frequently recommended remembering pharmacogenetic results for future care; and the category with the highest proportion of recommendations for further evaluation was the monogenic disease risk category. The clinical utility of polygenic risk estimates for common complex diseases remains unproven, particularly since they omit non-genetic contributors to disease such as smoking or obesity.44 That PCPs did not often recommend management changes due to polygenic results suggests that they appreciate this state of the science. These observations add to the growing body of literature demonstrating that PCPs, when provided with educational support, can learn enough about this new field to discuss uncertain genome sequencing results with their patients.44

We observed that the PCPs in this study adopted many of the communication techniques used by genetics professionals, reviewed recently by Paul and colleagues.51 Similar to observations of genetic counselors,56 PCPs in this study used individual patient and family histories to calibrate how they interpreted the risk of a given genomic result. When faced with genomic results that were seemingly discrepant from patient or family history, PCPs tended to reject the genomic information, either dismissing it outright or using hedging language to soften the rejection and convey the uncertainty in their interpretation and management.57,58 All this is not to say that PCPs discussed genome sequencing results flawlessly; we have previously cataloged difficulties they encountered with effective communication and with the volume and complexity of the information.52 However, like genetics professionals, they developed strategies to communicate the risk and uncertainty conveyed in genomic results53–55 and to incorporate those concepts into their medical decision-making. Uncertainty and the need for contextualization have always characterized the practice of medicine; while these observations may seem unnecessary to point out, they are a timely reminder as genomic initiatives are contemplating the large-scale return of results to potentially millions of individuals. Frontline clinicians will be a part of that process and are accustomed to handling the inherent uncertainty of medical information.

Our observations also highlight the importance of the format of a genome sequencing report in shaping how providers communicate and manage results. We observed that PCPs discussed the results in the order they appeared on the report, reading the results to patients and adding comments about interpretation and management. This pattern stems from the organization of the first page of the report, which included summary results clearly divided into separate sections for each result type.25,34 Prior and ongoing work on optimizing how genomic test results are reported59–61 will be critical in ensuring that clinicians can manage them appropriately.

Finally, amid prevailing concerns that the increasing availability of genomic information will prompt additional medical management that is unnecessary and costly,62,63 we observed instances where PCPs’ contextualization and clinical judgment guided them away from over-managing genomic results. Although a recent key informant study noted the technological and scientific limitations of genomics as potential safety concerns for genomic medicine,53 some PCPs in our study used these perceived limitations to justify inaction in the setting of certain genomic results. Deyo has described common situations in medical practice that can trigger unnecessary medical care, including erroneous interpretation of medical data and low tolerance for ambiguity.64 Although genomic medicine is susceptible to these conditions, the PCPs we observed exhibited mitigating strategies described by Deyo, namely, continuity of care and considering results in the full context of the patient’s history and physical findings.64 As the genomic medicine evidence base grows, clinical guidelines and clinical decision support will further mitigate the risk of clinical overreaction to genomic results.65,66

The novelty and strength of this study lies in its analysis of audio recordings of actual clinical discussions between patients and their own PCPs about genome sequencing results. However, these analyses are limited to academic PCPs and their generally healthy patients participating in a research study. Moreover, PCPs completed a genomics educational curriculum that is not standard practice at present. As a result, our observations may not generalize to non-research and other diverse settings. Still, qualitative analysis aims not to make generalizable assertions, but to generate new themes and hypotheses from rich data. For example, the observation that PCPs often rationalized clinical inaction in managing a new genomic result merits further investigation.

In conclusion, although this study does not provide evidence to support the routine use of genome sequencing in primary care medicine, we observed that PCPs could distinguish different types of potentially clinically significant but inherently uncertain genome sequencing results in their healthy patients. Their use of contextual factors and the perceived limitations of genome sequencing information to justify continuing current management may be an asset serving to balance the competing risks of inappropriate under-management and over-management.
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